Redundancy is a handicap in association rules. It becomes a limitation to use rules models in order to support the decision-making process. A technique based on user knowledge has been proposed recently , which aims at eliminating redundancy. However, it ignores the imprecise nature of knowledge. In this paper, the notion of knowledge redundancy is generalized and a method to propagate the user certainty over derivate rules is developed. Certainty factor models are used. Obtained results have shown a model reduction of 50% with previous knowledge below 3%. This method improves the efficiency of association rules and the use of discovered association rules.
Introduction
Association rules deal with the discovery of relationships and correlations between attributes in large databases. They are one of the most applied and studied data mining models. However, several problems make difficult to use them in order to support decision-making process:
• A large number of rules are discovered.
• Not all discovered rules are interesting.
• Rule discovery algorithms have a high computational cost.
Several investigations have been conducted to reduce the negative impact of these problems. A major line of research aims at improving the performance of mining algorithms. Most of them focus on developing new methods to prune the search space or define more efficient data structures and more effective organization [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] .
Another important research line has studied the output reduction problem following two main approaches:
• The generation of compact representation called bases [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
• The use of constraints [9] , [10] , inside the extraction algorithms to limit the rules that must appear in the final model.
The last approach requires extraction algorithms to be executed for each user with different constraints. This condition overload the computational cost.
Several researches have focused on defining objective interest measures [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . However, researchers are increasingly paying attention to subjective measures based on user controlled factors.
The presence of redundant rules is a factor that negatively affects association rules model's size. An association rule is redundant if it conveys the same information, or less general information, than the information conveyed by another rule of the same usefulness and the same relevance [15] . Most papers about redundancy in association rules try to obtain bases using some criteria associated with rules' structure and objective measures. Such approaches allow evaluating rule's relevancy but it is practically impossible to assess the usefulness. This is why it depends on the specific problem and the user knowledge about the domain.
If a rule in the model is known by the user, or can be derived directly from what he/she already knows, then the rule would be useless. Each user may have different knowledge's level about the domain, so the previous known rules' set can be different for each user. A definition of redundancy in association rules was proposed in [1] . It focused on user's ability to express rules as domain prior knowledge and specific task to perform. Besides, an algorithm to detect and eliminate redundant rules was developed. However, it does not take into account how imprecise human's knowledge is. This paper aims to generalize the prior knowledge redundancy elimination method in order to work with imprecise knowledge. It will produce models which are closer to users. The way different extraction objective measures affects the redundancy elimination procedure is also verified.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses knowledge based redundancy in association rules. In section 3, problem statement is presented. In section 4, knowledge redundancy is generalized and the certainty factor models is used in order to propagate certainty over derivate rules. In section 5, the solution is tested with three datasets. Section 6 presents conclusions reached. 
Knowledge based redundancy in association rules
Let I e a particular itemset and T a set of transactions, each of them subset of I. An association rule is an implication of the form X → Y whose meaning is the involvement of both (X and Y ) in some transaction in T which also fulfils:
The quality of the rule is evaluated using different metrics. The most widespread among them are support, which represents the probability of appearing in T : X ∪ Y , and confidence whose meaning is the conditional probability p(Y |X).
Prior knowledge redundancy
Knowledge based redundancy was defined in [1] . Let S be an association rules set and S c a set of previous known rules, S and S c are defined over the same domain. An association rule R : X → Y is redundant respect to S c if there is a rule R : X → Y and fulfils some of the following conditions:
Two algorithms were proposed. Both use an inference mechanism based on Armstrong's axioms. Despite Armstrong's axioms cannot be used to infer association rules because they do not guarantee the confidence threshold for inferred rules [16] . In this case, they are used to assess if a rule has prior knowledge redundancy. Due to the support's descendant closure property, each reduced rule fulfils the support threshold and no new rules are generated.
The first algorithm is used to identify and eliminate redundant items in a rule (see figure 1 ) and the second one is used to determine if the entire rule is redundant (see algorithm 2).
Previous knowledge
Prior knowledge, as stated in this paper, consists of relationships between attributes of the domain, which are previously known by the user. They are the result of expert's experience at the work area. Therefore, this knowledge is considered to be in somehow more comprehensive than the extracted rules of a particular dataset, which contains partial information. User can represent previous knowledge in different ways such as semantic networks, ontologies, and some others.
Previous knowledge is incorporated to the model using association rules format, based on the fact that the expert is interested in association rules discovering. For example, an expert knows customers Require: Set of previous knowledge rules S c A rule
end if 6 : end for 7: if conf (R i ) ≥ treshold then 8: prune(R i ) 9: end if 10: for all item W ∈ Y do 11:
end if 14 : end for 15: return R i A rule R i in form X → Y Ensure: Boolean value to indicate if rule must be pruned
return true 4: else 5: return false 6: end if An important element to be considered is the imprecise nature of expert's knowledge. This requires adding a degree of certainty into user knowledge representation. The knowledge expressed in the previous examples is represented in a more natural way as 80% of high income customers pay their loans in time. The association rules representing this knowledge requires a value of certainty
[yes] certainty= 0.8.
Problem statement
Let D be a database, A a technique for association rules mining over D and S c a previous knowledge representation containing the degree of certainty for each rule. The rules set R contains the mined rules. A subset R of R contains the rules that can be derived from S c , so they are redundant rules. It is necessary to pay attention to two important facts:
1. The same rules' model R may have different redundant models R associated to users with different previous knowledge. 2. The user's knowledge can be modified within the process; therefore determining the redundant rules is a dynamic an interactive procedure.
The set of potential interesting rules is {R − R }. It usually is remarkably smaller than R, so it is desired to show only these rules.
The problem of removing redundancy from the prior knowledge of association rules is defined as: given a set of association rules R and user previous knowledge S c find the set of non-redundant rules at a given time.
Some techniques are used to deal with certainty degree in user's knowledge, in order to solve two concrete situations:
1. The certainty propagation from user's knowledge to derived rules. 2. A certainty threshold to consider a derived rule as a non-redundant one.
Knowledge based redundancy elimination in presence of imprecise knowledge
It is possible to develop a rule-based system, from redundancy conditions given in knowledge based redundancy definition, to determine whether a rule is redundant or not. Each condition stated in the definition will be a rule in the rule-based system:
The certainty factor (CF) model [17] is proposed to manage the certainty propagation. It defines a group of functions to combine the CF of rules:
• Parallel combination
Parallel combination is used to combine the CF of two rules with the same hypothesis. Serial combination is used to combine two rules when the hypothesis of one rule is the evidence of the other rule. The rule 2 in the rule-based system is formed by the conjunction of rule 1 and 3, so this rule is not considered to calculate certainty propagation because it can duplicated the evidence effect over de hypothesis.
Total certainty is guarantee for each rule in the rule-based system, but the evidence of the rules may be uncertain, so the CF will be equivalent to the CF of the evidence. The parallel combination of rule 1 and 3 is used to calculate the certainty propagation.
The threshold problem requires a commitment among rules' quantity in the final model and the possible loss of information. If the threshold is very low most of the rules will be pruned. It includes those with quality metric's value (confidence, certainty factor) greater than the CF of the redundancy. The compromise option is to set the cutoff threshold at the same level of the quality metric for each individual rule. Therefore, a rule will be redundant if the CF of the rule is equal or greater than the quality measureâs valued used in the extraction algorithm.
Algorithm in order to eliminate Knowledge Based Redundancy with imprecise knowledge
The logic developed to eliminate redundancy in association rules respect to imprecise knowledge contains the following states:
1. Determining the rule's redundancy using a modified version of algorithm in figure 1. 2. Establishing the rules in prior knowledge that provide evidence to redundancy. This operation is performed by a modification to the closure computation algorithm. 3. Combining the CF for each evidence Algorithm in figure 3 performs these steps. The function cf _closure() computes the antecedent in R i closure and finds the rules in S c supporting redundancy in R i because they are used to add elements to the closure, its operation is showed in figure 4.
Process application
The effectiveness of the proposal was tested applying the redundancy elimination process over three datasets available at the UCI dataset repository 
end if 12: end for 13: if redundant = true then 14: R e = cf _closure() 15 :
if cf < conf (R i ) then 17: redundant = f alse 18: end if 19: end if 20: return redundant [18] . The first one, Adult, with data about USA census, the second one, Mushroom, with hypothetical data about mushrooms and the last one BC with data associated to breast cancer.
For all experiments, a prior knowledge S c with four rules was used. The association rules were obtained using two different quality metrics confidence and certainty factor. Table 2 presents the general characteristics of each experiment. 4 . Column 4 contains the ratio between the pruned rules and the total number of rules. 5. Column 5 contains the ratio between the not enough certainty rules and the total number of rules.
In Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 pruned levels achieved in CF metric are presented for Adult, BC and Mush dataset respectively. In Figure 8 , Figure 9 and Figure 10 pruned levels for confidence metric are presented. In both cases, the pruned ratio is calculated for support's values of 0.25, 0.3 and 0.35. Two facts are relevant from these results. The first fact is that pruning level around 50% is achieved with relatively few knowledge, only four rules, and the second ones is the highest pruning ratios are achieved with the lowest support values.
The quality metricâs influence over the pruned ratio was evaluated by the ANOVA single factor, with 5% error value. The independent variable was quality metric (confidence and certainty factor with values 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7) and the dependent variable was the pruned ratio for the different support val-37.1 54 1637 1905 37.4 43.5 Table 3 : Redundancy elimination The previous knowledge quality was invariable for all cases. in table 4,  table 5, table 6, table 7, table 8, table 9, table 10,  table 11 and table 12 respectively. In all cases, the value of F is lower than the critical value of F. Therefore the hypothesis that there is not significant differences between quality metrics is accepted. The validity of this statement is partial and it might need more experimentation, but the presented results are good enough to support future works in this research line.
Conclusion
The notion of knowledge base redundancy in association rules has been generalized. It provides the user the possibility to express knowledge with a degree of certainty. This knowledge representation is closer to reality and it increases userâs expressive power to represent his/her knowledge about the focus domain. At this stage, non-redundant association rules models can be obtained, which makes easier user decision-making process.
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